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GCE History 6HI02 Option A
There were some very good responses to this examination, with a sizeable number of candidates able to 
combine effective source handling skills with focused deployment of accurate and relevant own knowledge 
to achieve marks at level 3 and above. It was encouraging to see that many of the issues which had been 
identified in the summer report as posing problems for students were no longer causes for concern. 
However, there were still some common errors which undermined the quality of students’ work and the 
purpose of the following comments is to offer some guidance for raising attainment. 

1. Some candidates continue to lose marks because they seem unaware of the skills that specific elements 
of the exam are addressing. Overall 3 assessment objectives are being addressed in the Unit 2 exam; part 
(a) addresses AO2a (analysis, cross-referencing and evaluation of source material) and part (b) addresses 
AO1 and AO2b (analysis and evaluation of how issues have been interpreted and represented, in relation to 
historical context). It is vital, therefore, that students appreciate the differences between these assessment 
objectives and understand which of the 3 AO’s is being tested in the two questions they are required to 
attempt.

2. The most common reason for low performance in the part (a) question was an inability to comprehend 
and interpret the source material effectively. Occasionally, this was the result of limited vocabulary. 
However, more often than not, it stemmed from rushed and careless reading. It is important that candidates 
take time to read the sources, both content and attributions, carefully and precisely. One of the key 
characteristics of high performing responses to part (a) questions is detailed cross-referencing and this, first 
and foremost, demands clarity and accuracy in source comprehension. 

3. One other area of confusion in the part (a) question surrounds the application of wider knowledge. 
Candidates cannot be rewarded for wider knowledge included in responses to part (a), since the questions 
target AO2 only. However, candidates should not ignore the historical context, or ‘pretend they know 
nothing’ outside the sources. At best, the placing of sources in a contextual vacuum may lead to a tendency 
to take them at face value and restrict responses to L1 or L2, or to speculation that is not focused on the 
defined enquiry. Therefore contextual awareness, especially an understanding of issues and attitudes, should 
be applied in order to help candidates:

See the implications of statements within a source and make inferences relating to the enquiry –

See the significance of the information given in the provenance of a source as a means of interpreting 
and evaluating the evidence offered by the source content. However, it should be emphasised that any 
references should be brief, and directly applied to developing arguments from the sources. 

Contextual knowledge therefore plays a role in enabling candidates to interpret and evaluate evidence in 
order to reach higher levels, but it cannot be rewarded by separate marks. A brief reference may be useful 
in explaining the implications of a particular piece of evidence or the significance of its provenance and 
therefore support higher level arguments within AO2. Longer passages of contextual knowledge are a waste 
of time and may actually lead the candidate away from the task – which is the analysis, interpretation and 
evaluation of evidence from the sources, in order to reach a judgement. However, candidates should not be 
discouraged from applying contextual awareness in handling the sources.
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4. For part (b) questions it is important that candidates appreciate what they are being asked to do. A Part 
(b) task focuses on combining and integrating evidence from sources with wider knowledge in order to 
evaluate a given statement or view, and develop a substantiated judgement on this basis. It, therefore, draws 
on a conceptual understanding that all historical judgements are, in fact, based upon interpretations. Thus, 
candidates should analyse the evidence of the source material to support and challenge the representation 
in the question. The sources should be approached as a set and there will be some cross-referencing 
of evidence between sources and/or between sources and contextual knowledge to develop relevant 
arguments. At higher levels, conflicting arguments will be evaluated by reference to context and provenance 
to attempt to establish an overall judgement. However, it is important here that candidates do not engage 
in formulaic or routine evaluation of provenance. Provenance need only be assessed where it helps to weigh 
up the quality of the evidence in relation to the claim under investigation. Thus, in the best responses 
discussion will proceed on the basis of reasoning from the sources and discriminating use of evidence that 
has been weighed and contextualised to examine conflicting arguments and reach a reasoned conclusion.

5.  Both part (a) and part (b) tasks are challenging, requiring candidates to engage in complex cross-
referencing and analysis. To meet the assessment objectives effectively requires careful preparation and 
it is noticeable that more and more of the higher performing scripts include substantial plans. It cannot, 
therefore, be stressed enough that thorough and detailed planning centred around the source material is a 
prerequisite for success in this unit.
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Question 1(a) 

The vast majority of candidates were able to reach a strong level 2 or higher, through an effective cross 
reference of the portrayal of Wolsey as found within all three sources. Most responses were able to identify 
the similarities between Sources 1 and 2, in particular concerning attitudes within the nobility, and 
contrast this to the more positive view of Wolsey found in Source 3. Many were also able to develop this 
by appreciating the common ground that did exist between Sources 1 and 3 in considering the merit of his 
abilities. To a lesser extent some candidates were also able to explore the relationship between Source 2 and 
3, such as interpreting Skelton’s poem as demonstrating an albeit grudging admiration of his strength, or 
exploring how the evidence of all three sources relates to the attitudes amongst particular classes towards 
Wolsey. Candidates who were less successful in handling the sources tended to deal with the sources 
separately with limited direct cross-referencing, although such responses were fewer than on previous 
examinations. In reaching the higher levels, many candidates were able to draw upon the attribution of 
the sources, e.g. considering how the earlier date in Source 3 as a reason why the Venetian Ambassador 
had such a positive view of Wolsey, or drawing on Skelton’s relationship with the Howard family with 
Source 2. However, some candidates are too hasty in writing off evidence as being unreliable or struggle to 
consistently apply attribution to the specific evidence as it relates to the question, recognising provenance 
in a mechanistic manner without really considering where this relates to the evidence given. At the highest 
level, the strongest responses were effectively able to develop their arguments towards overall judgement 
that considered the attribution of the sources and the impact this had on the weight of evidence. Whilst 
such conclusions were varied, the most successful had a logical reasoning that fitted with their examination 
of the evidence, e.g. successfully arguing that despite concerns with Sources 1 and 2 due to their personal 
relations with Wolsey, the strength of their bitterness is evidence that Wolsey was indeed arrogant and 
incurred hatred from many.
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Examiner Comments

The response clearly illustrates some of the issues discussed above in reference to question 1a). The 
candidate has a clear focus on the question, offering a well developed response considering a range of 
issues with detailed cross-referencing. A range of skills are demonstrated in analysing the meaning of 
the sources, drawing inferences from their content, assessing the impact attribution has on them and 
placing them within a historical context. This is in some respects a lengthier example than may often 
be found, and is in no means perfect. It does in places over elaborate on historical context, or could 
do more to directly focus the analysis of provenance towards the specific demands of the question. 
However, it does reach a judgement that is reasoned through a careful examination of the sources, 
taking attribution into account and using sources in combination. As such it merits a secure Level 4.
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Question 1(b)(i)

Candidates opted for the two choices in part b) in roughly equal measures. For 1bi), there were many good 
responses with many candidates displaying an impressive grasp of the aims and achievements of Henry’s 
foreign policy. Most responses were able to shape this towards the focus of the question, considering the 
reasons for the assumed failure. Only a very small minority offered a narrative approach without recognition 
of the demands of the question, although a discriminating factor was an ability to maintain an analytical 
focus, with some responses drifting to descriptions of events such as the French campaigns or the Field of 
the Cloth of Gold. Many candidates were able to use the sources to develop points for and against the claim, 
although use of own knowledge tended to be stronger on financial constraints and Henry’s own aims than 
on diplomatic developments. Such responses tended to rely on Source 5 to support this factor and so were 
less successful, in this aspect at least, in linking to contextual own knowledge. Some candidates challenged 
the assumptions of the question in considering diplomatic successes and or the extent to which policy 
can be seen as Wolsey’s. If such a judgement on the claim was reached through a reasoned examination 
of the evidence from sources and own knowledge, the highest levels could be reached. One issue that did 
compromise otherwise sound responses was a tendency in some cases to apply source evaluation skills 
more suited to a) questions where not needed, or else make generalised assertions about the worth of the 
work of secondary historians. The strongest responses demonstrated an understanding that the demands 
within AO2 in the b) question are distinct from those in the a) question, and were, for example, able to 
identify that the line of argument given within Source 5 sees developments elsewhere as being central to 
the issue. Responses which considered the given representations and the basis for their arguments were best 
able to offer an analysis which related this to other evidence towards reaching reasoned judgement.
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Examiner Comments

The following is a good response to question 1bi). Overall the candidate has structured an analytical 
answer which relates well to the focus of the question. The stated issue is examined in sufficient depth, 
with integrated use of contextual own knowledge with material drawn from the sources. The response 
is structured around factors, demonstrating an understanding of key issues. Judgement is offered within 
the response, although this is not always fully reasoned nor are issues fully weighed. Sources are used 
as evidence, with attempts to analyse. The representations offered are acknowledged, although at 
times the response becomes a little sidetracked over this. Other responses were certainly found that 
made greater and more effective use of source material. Nevertheless, the response befitted the level 
descriptor for level 4 at AO1 and Level 3 at AO2b.
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Question 1(b)(ii)

Most candidates demonstrated a sound or better understanding of the English Reformation, and many were 
able to place Anne Boleyn in an analysis of the causes of this. The majority were also able to consider some 
of the other factors involved. Many candidates agreed that Anne was the trigger for developments, relating 
this to aspects of Sources 7 and 9 or contextual knowledge and considering her influence upon Henry and 
the impact her contact with reformers had. Stronger responses were able to successfully examine the extent 
to which Henry’s concern over his failure to achieve a male heir preceded his relationship with Anne, relating 
this to an analysis of the representation in Source 8 and exploring the interconnected nature of related 
factors. Whilst some candidates were able to draw upon Source 9 to identify a range of issues, a significant 
minority were unable to fully extend many of these with contextual own knowledge. In particular, few were 
able to go much beyond the source in considering the influence of the reformers named in more detail. 
Whilst some candidates lapsed into a narrative at times, such as on Henry’s divorce or his love for Anne, the 
vast majority were able to keep a focus on the demands of the question overall. Many were able to shape 
and essay around the claim in the question. The strongest responses were able to give reasoned weight to 
their judgements and relate this securely to the interpretations offered in the sources.
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Question 2(a)

2a) This question produced a more varied range of responses than 1a). Candidates who reached the highest 
levels were able to apply reasoning to examining the evidence over Elizabeth’s relationship with her advisers, 
drawing on attribution to consider both the conflict and agreement between the sources, such as the extent 
to which Sources 10 and 11 are in agreement. Inferential skills were also applied to consider the meaning of 
phrases such as ‘only favourites’ in Source 10, or the nature of Burghley’s ‘duty’ in Source 11. Similarly some 
responses made good use of the attribution of Sources 11 and 12, considering Burghley’s relations with the 
Queen or Moryson’s connection to Essex’s replacement. However, some candidates approached the sources 
sequentially, and so struggled to developed the detailed comparison required for access to Level 3. Some 
candidates recognised issues surrounding the attribution of sources, although drifted into descriptions of 
Essex or Cecil, or even assertions over Elizabeth’s approach to factions at court. Candidates may note that 
successful responses do not tend to offer preconceived notions as to the reliability of particular sources 
based on provenance, more an ability to adjudge its evidence in relation to these attributes. In this way 
there were differing conclusions drawn regarding sources with equal success, where candidates were able to 
develop issues such as the nature of Naunton’s recollections over three decades after the event and relate 
this to the impact it has upon the weight of his evidence.

Examiner Comments

The following is a response which is worth contrasting with that provided above for question 1a). 
It does demonstrate a sound understanding of some issues and the sources. However, it is limited 
in offering a direct focus on the demands of the question. All three sources are used, yet in a largely 
descriptive manner, and cross-referencing is largely left as implicit. There is some evidence of inferential 
skills, understanding of attribution and context, although these are not sufficiently utilised in a manner 
required to reach Level 3,e .g. provenance is noted in places and knowledge of relevant people and 
events are offered, but these are not directly focused towards the demands of the question. Thus the 
response merited a Level 2.
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Question 2(b)(i)

Most candidates who opted to answer this question were able to make at least sound use of the sources 
and often detailed own knowledge in shaping a response. A majority were able to structure responses to 
at least attempt analysis with some focus on the question. Many candidates drew from Sources 13 and 
14 in considering James’ finances, with some success in relating both how this was raised and distributed 
in examining the issue of corruption. Source 15 was also used as evidence of both corruption amongst 
Charles courtiers and immorality, often highlighting the divorce case. Whilst there was a range of acceptable 
variation in considering the concepts in the stated claim, it was often the candidates who attempted 
explicit consideration of these who offered the strongest analytical focus, such as exploring the boundaries 
between corruption and mere extravagance. Many candidates were able to bring in a range of specific own 
knowledge in examining the stated claim and other factors contributing to hostility, in particular over 
foreign policy and patronage, with the best integrating this well in analysing the evidence of the sources. 
However, some responses did drift to generalised accounts of difficulties between James and Parliament, 
and a small minority did  find it difficult in making the distinction between Court and Parliament. Whilst 
many responses demonstrated a confident understanding of issues surrounding the advisers and favourites 
at Court, some candidates did go beyond the boundaries of the question in relating events after 1618, 
in particular concerning the impact George Villiers had on relations with Parliament. Candidates may be 
minded to consider that a well structured response making good use of evidence from sources which is 
integrated with well chosen own knowledge will perform better than one which attempts to cover every 
issue regardless of relevance and focus. 

Examiner Comments

The following response illustrates some of the issues identified regarding question 2bi), both in terms 
of strengths and areas that could be further developed. The response has a focus on the issue of 
hostility and does attempt to come to terms with the stated factor. The response makes extensive use 
of the sources. At times this is analytical, considering the representation in Source 13 and attempting 
analysis of source 14, or identifying connections between the evidence and so beginning to integrate 
them into the response. At other times though this is more on an illustrative level of demonstrating 
where they support or differ from points raised. The response covers a good range of issues pertaining 
to the question and at times links to specific own knowledge of these, extending beyond the evidence 
in the sources. The response is also broadly structured in an analytical manner. However, this is not 
always consistently reasoned or developed and the integration and depth of own knowledge is not as 
consistently found.  Overall the response merits a good Level 3 on both AO1 and AO2b.
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Question 2(b)(ii)

 There were some very good responses to this question that were able to identify key issues and use factual 
knowledge and the sources to do very well, with most candidates being able to focus on the reasons for 
the breakdown of the relationship between King and Parliament. However, use of own knowledge was 
not always as secure or detailed as on bi), particularly in regard to the impact the Thirty Years War had 
on relations. Whilst it is perfectly valid for candidates to look elsewhere for explanations, responses at 
least need to give suitable consideration to an issue that is stated in the claim of the question, evidenced 
through the sources and outlined in the specification. That said, many candidates made good use of the 
sources, using Source 16 to reflect on the connection between religious issues and the war or Source 17 
in examining the difficulties James faced in acting in response to developments in Europe. The strongest 
answers, whilst able to identify other factors such as the relationship between Charles and Parliament, the 
role of Buckingham, and financial, religious and military concerns, often demonstrated an analysis that 
examined the interlinked nature of these issues. In doing so these candidates were able to carefully select 
own knowledge developed from issues in the sources, with some considered analysis of the arguments 
raised by the sources. As with bi), a small minority of candidates needlessly related information from outside 
the stated period of 1618-29. Only a minority made substantial distinctions between the two monarchs in 
analysing the breakdown of relations over the time period.
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6HI02 A Statistics

Mark Ranges and Award of Grades

Maximum Mark (Raw) Mean Mark Standard Deviation 

60 38.7 7.6

 

Grade Max. Mark A B C D E 

Raw boundary mark 60 45 40 36 32 28

Uniform boundary mark 100 80 70 60 50 40

% Candidates 23.2 46.4 66.3 83.1 93.7
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